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We experience precisely one year from 14 January 2009 to 13 January 2010, going 
from chapter to chapter - breathless, bored, bothered, relaxed, irritated, amused 
– and then one day falling exhausted into bed, together with the hero. For a brief 
moment of sleep in the horizontal position only to then be roused again straightaway, 
knowing what the daily routine will bring and yet continually full of expectations for 
the new day. A day that carries us together with the hero from the Moscow suburbs 
into the city in search not of new intellectual adventures but simply of the paperwork 
with which this representative of a Russian intelligentisa turned working class tries to 
keep his head above water. Only to then return home in the evenings in the metro, 
overcrowded right up to the last stop and then standing in the jam-packed bus 
further to the sleepy suburb.
Danilov’s focus is on all of the things and actions that occur beneath the level of day-
to-day perception, most of which are therefore no longer perceived at all. It goes 
without saying that this perspective also brings with it a healthy dose of humour. Is 
it his unconventional style or precisely the lack of style that forces what he calls the 
sediment of everyday life right into our consciousness as if we were directly wired to 
the text? Such that we start to doubt while reading: has the hero experienced this 
and written it down or have these lines been churned out by our own mind just befo-
re we read them ourselves? Was the short white space between two chapters the only 
break we had everday? Or was everything just a wonderful terrible recurring dream?
What is beyond doubt, however, is that Danilov’s book is not reading matter, Danilov’s 
book is an experience. With Danilov’s prose we experience everyday routine as a one 
big ritual.
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Dmitri Danilov

“Buster Keaton humour with a deadpan expression.“ Ex Libris

“The absence of subject, events, psychology makes Danilov’s prose a transparent 
glass disc through which we see nothing but our own experience... Danilov focuses 
attention on what we see without seeing it, what we hear without hearing it, what we 
do without noticing.“ Kommersant

“We are faced with a consummate, uncoventional prose writer.“ Kultura

“Danilov is something of a new Oblomov.“Sergei Shargunov

“I would go as far as to say that this book belongs next to Ignatius von Loyola and 
less alongside Robbe- Grillet and Nathalie Sarraut.“ Radio Liberty

Danilov was born in Moscow in 1969. He has published four books to date, mainly short stories and novels. His texts have been published 
in magazines in the USA, Holland, Belgium and Italy. He is editor-in-chief of the offical blog of a large car manufacturer. Danilov lives in 
Moscow.


